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she was asleep



The newly released theater show “She 

was asleep” is directed by Eliana Monteiro, 

director of the award-winning theater 

group Teatro da Vertigem (SP), and has 

the dramaturgy of Carol Pitzer, from the 

SESI-British Council Drama Center. 

During the scene, the actress Lucienne 

Guedes gives life to the character Dora. 

The technical file also has Guilherme Bonfanti 

in the light design, Marisa Bentivegna in 

the set design, Marichilene Artisevskis 

in the costumes, Erico Theobaldo in the 

soundtrack, Bruna Lessa in the video 

and Antonio Duran in dramaturgism.



“(...) The bus wasn’ t full. There was no reason for him to be so close to me. 
I looked in to his face. He pre tended no t to no tice and kep t rubbing himself 

agains t my arm. I took my arm away. Pu t my book back in 
my purse and s tood up.”



THE THEATER SHOW BRINGS 
EVIDENCE TO WOMEN 
ABUSE DRAMAS AND TO THE 
DESPOTISM OF SOCIETY 
ABOUT GENDER. 

The plot is about the trajectory of Dora, a literature 

teacher, who witnesses a scene of abuse on a bus, a fact 

that awakens submerged memories of her childhood. 

The reasoning of the text emerged from a friend’s 

report to the playwright, who then began to observe the 

daily abuses experienced by women and to question 

the mechanisms used to minimize, hide, disguise, and 

erase such violence.

In order to elaborate the stagin, the artistic research 

followed three thematic axes: the one of the fairy tales, 

that plays a part in the construction of the universal 

imaginary of femininity; stories of amputations that 

women have been subjected to in order to fit into a 

patriarchal society; and lastly, the memories of a love 

story.



As a result of a collaborative 

process, the play “She was asleep”  

presents an investigation of 

the plastic’s and protography’s 

field, especially of the North 

American photographer 

Francesca Woodman’s work.

With an emerging and current 

theme, the show brings the public 

closer to the female universe by 

demonstrating the abuses, violence 

and constant social marginalization 

of the genre, through a dramatic 

atmosphere that demonstrates 

and reflects on urgent issues, 

as still a powerful instrument of 

overcoming and transformation.



            “In the solo performance “She was asleep”, the director Eliana Monteiro uses the 
body of the actress as a scenographic element emblem of the fight against women 

              repression… More than a poetic story of overcoming, this play is inspired in real 
facts and is presented as a social dimension’s work of art.   

                                                                                                                                                                                 GaBriEla MEllÃo,   revista Bravo!,   rEViEW, 08/18/2017 

https://medium.com/revista-bravo/o-corpo-em-dimens%C3%A3o-social-7e8c853d4a30
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“Did you ever have a feeling tha t a 
par ticular memory is no t yours?  

Or i t may be yours / Bu t i t doesn’ t 
show you exac tly wha t happened / there is 
some thi ng wrong / you thi nk i t over and 
over / and suddenly there’s some thi ng ou t 
of place / as if someone had ripped some 
pages ou t of a book / or had glued some 

images on top of i t ”



WHAT HAPPENS 
WHEN TRAUMATIC 
EXPERIENCES THAT 
HAVE BEEN REPRESSED 
ARE BROUGHT OUT? 

Our memories are composed by what 

we remember and also by imagination. 

This happens because, in the process of 

transforming consciousness into short-term 

memory, and then into long-term memory, 

much is lost and gaps need to be filled by 

creativity - what we think that was happening, 

what we fantasize that was happening, what 

they told us that was happening, and so on.

In the same way, we can suppress memories, 

partially or totally. Forgetting is also a process 

of hygiene or defense: we forget unimportant 

facts such as an old phone number or an 

address, or don’t even bother to record faces 

of people we see on the street, just like we can 

suppress harmful memories.

If a big part of our identity is composed by our 

memory that is not reliable as a document, 

then in some way, our identity is defined by 

half-truths, fictions, and selective amnesias.



“She was asleep brings tensions between memory, biography and identity in order 

to speak about violence and its scars, individual needs versus collective impositions, 

structural chauvinism, family and belonging (to a clan, to a society and especially 

to ourselves) ... It tells the story of a woman who accesses suppressed memories 

of an abuse ... If the dramaturgy proposes a game of enlightenment and confusion 

mixing present and past, thought and speech, Marisa Bentivegna demonstrates 

this dynamic by creating a set that is an overlap of many environments (a little bit of 

house, a little bit cell...) that is almost the supervision of the protagonist’s confused 

mind ... Moving very well between the many states required by the text, Lucienne 

Guedes builds a coherent character within its confusion... Even happening mostly 

from words, the play manages to offer visual moments that contribute to the 

audience’s experiences, that have the opportunity to dialogue with the play not 

only from what is said ... It happily echoes  Antigone when it starts from the individual 

to talk about collective laws and restrictions, and managing to address such a 

delicate topic issue. She was asleep, keeps awake and with dignity the debate 

about violence against women, very popular this year in the stages of São Paulo”.

  
FERNANDO PIVOTTO,   APLAUSO BRASIL REVIEW 



D o ra  i s  a  w o m a n  w h o  i s  s u b d u e d  t o 

s o c i a l  c o nve nt i o n s  m a i n l y  t h o u g ht  by 

m e n .  A  s exu a l  h a ra s s m e nt  s c e n e  s h e 

witness es opens up a door to her own 

forgotten traumas and unveils a series of 

reflections over the patriarchal s ociety 

in which we live in.  She was asleep  is a 

play based on true stories of real women 

who crosses our paths daily.

SYNOPSIS



Direction  Eliana Monteiro

Dramaturgy Text  Carol Pitzer

Actress  Lucienne Guedes 

Lightning Design  Guilherme Bonfanti

Scenography  Marisa Bentivegna

Costume  Marichilene Artisevskis 

Sound Design  Erico Theobaldo

Videos  Bruna Lessa

Dramaturgism  Antônio Duran

Dramaturgism Assistance  Bruna Menezes

Scenography Assistance  Amanda Vieira 

Off Voc al  Antônio Duran and Cibele Bissoli 

Direction Assistance and Scene Direction 

Isabella Neves 

Dramaturgy Assistance  Bruna Menezes

Lightning Assistance  Aldrey Hibbeln and 

Danielle Meireles

Tecnic Scenography  Cesar Rezende Santana 

(Basquiat),  Fernando Lemos Silva, Ricardo 

Oliveira and Zito Lemos 

Seamstress  Judite Gerônimo de Lima

Video Operator Mapping  Michelle Bezerra 

Lightning Operator  Aldrey Hibbeln

Sound Operator  Tomé de Souza

Video Operator  Sibila 

Production Direction  Andrea Pedro

Production Assistance  Leonardo Monteiro 

Press Office  Márcia Marques – Canal Aberto 

Graphic Project  Luciana Facchini 

Photos  Mayra Azzi 

General Supervision  Eliana Monteiro

Realization  SESI-SP 



We mus t remember tha t by bir th 
we are women, and we should 
no t figh t wi th men. Since those 

who rule are much more powerful, 
we mus t obey in this and in 
events which bring us even 

harsher agonies.
PART OF “ANTIGONE”, SOPHOCLES, 442 B.C.



DIRECTION    Eliana MontEiro

A theater director and pedagogical coordinator 

of theater schools and groups. Eliana Monteiro 

is a member of the Teatro da Vertigem group 

since 1998, and has been responsible for the 

direction and conception of the theater play O 

Filho, of the public intervention “A Última Palavra 

é a Penúltima” and of the shows “Kastelo” and 

“Mauísmo”; she has also been the co-director 

of the show “Bom Retiro 958 metros”;  and 

scene director and direction assistant of the 

theater plays “O Paraíso Perdido”, “O Livro 

de Jó”, “Apocalipse 1,11”, “BR-3”, “História de 

Amor- Últimos Capítulos” and the operas “Dido 

and Aeneas”, and “Orpheus and Eurydice”.

DRAMATURGY    Carol PitzEr

Graduated in cinema and postgraduate in 

performing arts at Estácio de Sá University. 

Between January 2014 and July 2015, she was 

part of the residency of the Grupo Teatro da 

Laje and Coletivo Bonobando and was an art 

educator at ECOA NGO- Teatro Social from 

January 2012 to July 2015. During that same 

period, she performed in theater plays in the 

city of Rio de Janeiro . Moved to São Paulo 

in August of 2015 to deepen the studies in 

dramaturgy. Carol Pitzer was a student at the 

SESI-British Council Dramatic Center in 2016, 

when she wrote the script of “She was asleep”.

ACTRESS    luCiEnnE GuEdEs

Actress, playwright and director. Graduated in Theater, 

at ECA-USP,  as well as in  dance and music. She is a 

founding actress of the Teatro da Vertigem (acted in the 

play “Paraíso Perdido” -1992 and 2002), playwright in 

“Apocalipse 1,11” (2000) and actress in “A Última Palavra 

é a Penúltima 2.0” (2014). She was the coordinator and 

teacher of Escola Livre de Teatro, and invited teacher of 

the Department of Performing Arts ECA-USP, SP Escola 

de Teatro and UNESP. She also holds a PhD in Arts from 

ECA-USP, under the guidance of Silvia Fernandes. She 

is also Interpretation teacher at the Federal University of 

Ouro Preto, at The Department of Philosophy and Arts. 

In 2016 she wrote the play “A Ponte” for the Conexões 

project and did an artistic residency in Italy, at The 

Bogliasco Foundation to write a new play. Three of her 

plays were translated and staged at Indiana University 

(USA) by the director Eric “C” Heaps, from 2013 to 2018.
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